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Lack Of Facilities Snubs Non-Revenue Sports
0O needs intercollegiate
letics? Does the program
.[.jbute to furthering campus
Lsphere? Does the program
support from alumni?
jtof its educational value?
j presidential task force
of a very diverse
(p of faculty, alumni, and
jents has been studying these
lother questions over the past
months.
Their
onimendations, if approved

Bposed

by President McCaffrey and
implimented. will profoundly
affect the athletic program at
UOP.
As in every area, finances
are the crucial factor. The
Department
of
Physical
Education.
Recreation
and
Athletics must become more
self-sufficient, budgeting their
money so that out-of-pocket cost
to the University does not exceed
$200,000 over the next three

By ELLEN POWELL
years.
In order to stay within this
limit the department chairman,
Dr. Cedrie Dempsey. is already
planning cuts. There will be no
increase in grants-in aid next
year and the track and cross
Country
teams
will
be
eliminated.

revenue-producing sport).
"Our best chance for
financial success lies in football
and
basketball."
Dempsey
explained. "We must support
these programs so that they will
be successful and generate
money."

Dempsey s reasons for this
action were justified by lack of
lacilities. little student interest,
and by finances (track is a non-

The department
must
increase revenues from games
and contributions from the
community. If home game
attendance is the biggest

variable, contributions is a close
second. This year about 750
supporters
donated
nearly
$115,000. By increasing the
number
of
contributors,
Dempsey hopes to raise this total
to $160,000.
While members of the task
force often took polar positions,
their report did conclude that "a
well-rounded
program
in
intramural and intercollegiate
athletics is desirable for the
University of the Pacific."

!Pacifican
CO-OP

Home

Student Involvement Needed
By DAREN McGAVREN

G&E men install new piping system for the new University Center.

litches Provide Visual
Issurance Of Progress
If you have a class on the
tside of Knoles Hall and have
n wondering what all the
* is about as you strain to
r a lecture. .
.well, it's
gress.
UOP's Campus Lane has
> invaded by a construction
11 who,
at the moment,
ear to be doing more damage
1 construction.
In fact
ever, they are involved in the
1 stages of building the new
versity Center.
Don't worry though, the men
°n the wrong side of the street
'reason. They are installing
ew piping system and are
ki(ig on the wiring for the new
ding.

It looks like we'll all have to
put up with a little extra flying
dirt, fewer parking spaces,
narrower streets, and a lot of
noise for awhile; but it may all be
worth it, and that's progress.

Student Center
Groundbreaking
Construction of the new
student center will get under way
during official groundbreaking
ceremonies May 15 at 3:30 p.m.
at the future site of the center
near the redwood grove.
President Stanley McCaf
frey
will
.conduct
the

Pacifican is having a Gait ceremony commemorating the
,^'ng firm publish this issue. start of construction. Rege"
new
f i r m p r i n t s a t . a Robert Haas, Chairman of the
drably lower cost than our Board of Regent s Student
Jent Stockton
printer. Relations Committee, will speak
. ever, becuase the decision to on behalf of the Regents.
Actual construction of the
(Printers is not finalized,
a't firm has not ordered a
student center was delayed snx
^grade of newsprint paper months, due to an error in he
his weeks issue. If all architect's projected cost of the
Originally
the
'iterations are met and the building.
completion
date
of
the
eomple*
ne
iin/- quality of printing is
J neJ;
a'ned, The Pacifican will
was forecasted as "
HoDefully
final
completion
of th
a
, , "y change printers and a
SuSt
center
will
only
be
set
y
|, °f high grade newsprint
back by six months.
* ordered.

A steering committee under
the chairmanship of Ralph
Holcomb has submitted a draft of
a proposal for a Co-op House on
the UOP campus. .
The Co-op House, when and if
begun, will be a dorm on campus
in which mostly upper-class
students will live. The students
will be required in writing to
devote
equal
time
to
maintenance of the house
(cleaning, repairs, and cooking)
The Co-op house will be co-ed
and there will be no sex
discrimination in the assignment
of work duties. Students will be
expected to attend house
meetings.
The house will provide for
students wishing to live in closer
communication with their fellow
students. It will truly be a
'communal' experience, foreach
student will be responsible for
the welfare of the house.
The two major requirements
yet to be met before the house can
begin operation are 1) enough
students must enroll, and 2) a
building has to be provided by the
university.
Paul Fairbrook, director of
food and housing, said. The
university can only consider
turning over a building if the
financial requirements for that
building are met " Fairbrook
explained that if students
enrolled to live in dorms next
year can be housed on campus
without filling a particular dorm,
then there would be no reason not
to turn over a building. The
university
is
economically
bound, however, to try to fill all
on-campus housing facilities.
Fairbrook expressed his
opinion that Farley House would
likely be the dorm chosen for the
Co-op house since it ts the

smallest dorm on campus.
Weymss House has also been
mentioned as a possibility.
The projected cost per
student for theCo-op house is$100
a month ($1000 for a ten-month
period), as opposed to the
approximate $i200, $1300 and
$1400 now charged for dorm
living with a required meal plan
of 10, 14 and 21 meals per week.
An adequate kitchen would
be installed by food service and
housing in the dorm chosen, amid
and linen service would be
eliminiated, and Co-op members

would contract maintenance to
work on the house rather than
paying a flat sum for house up
keep.
"First of all, it is very
tentative," said Fairbrook, who
doubts the minimum 50 students
can be gathered together by next
fall, "and secondly, it depends
upon upper-classmen who would
otherwise normally live off
campus."
Students who want further
information about the Co-op
house should contact Ralph
Holcomb through Raymond
College.

School 01 Education's
Dr. Tyler Death Mourned
On April 19th, Dr. Milton
Tyler, a professor in UOP's
School of Education, suddenly
suffered a heart attack and died
while on vacation in Mexico.
Dr. Tyler, 48, was the co
ordinator of the Special
Education program at UOP. He
first came to Pacific in the
summer of 1971 and was
immediately put in charge of
training special education
teacher*

After having worked in the
San Diego and Los Angeles areas
as co-ordinator of special
education
programs,
Tyler
accepted a position in 1965 which
took him to Europe. TJjere he was
Assistant Superintendent of
Personnel Service with the
Department
of
Defenses
Overseas Dependent Schools. He
was stationed in different places
throughout
Europe which
included Morrocco, Madrid, and
Northern Africa. In 1968 he
returned to the United States
where he attended graduate
school at the University of
Kansas.
Immediately
upon
reception of his PhD, he joined
the University of Kansas faculty.
In 1971 he became a part of
UOP's staff.
Tyler was an avid flyer. He
owned
his own plane and
Milton Tyler
Tyler and his son Joel, 19, frequently flew in rallies and
had been vacationing in Mexico used his plane vacationing
over Easter vacation. On the 19th transportation. He and his son
he and his son were skin diving. were on such a vacation when his
Tyler suffered a heart attack sudden death occured.
Services were held for Dr.
.very shortly thereafter and died
Tyler on Easter Sunday.
while en route to the hospital.
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UOP Dorm Rooms
Receive New Faces
renovation

KUOP Sponsors Festival
KUOP-FM, through its news
and
opinion
program
"Poini'Counlerpoint," offers Sun
Joaquin valley residents the

PAYLESS CLEANERS
Alterations
Men's and Women's

Laundry Service
7555 Pacific Avenue
177 (Hilii

is

applied

Big Brothers
To Lessen
Frosh Worrits

entitled "Suite of the Future',
set in Grace Covell 180-182, and
featured a two-room suite (one
bedroom, one living room) lor
two students. Another was a
studio single (Ritter 112) and the
third was a studio twin (Eiselen
112). The extra cost per semester
for the first two units is $75 per
student, and the last unit $25.

The three model rooms
unveiled at the all-campus open
house on March 27 give an
indication of how comfortable
and exciting life can be in the
residence halls if a l l U ,
imagination,
money,
una
to

overcome some of the objections
students have about their present
dorm rooms.
Designed and furnished by
Mr. Gary Schaber, Associate
Dean of the McGeorge School ol
Law (who has a background in
interior design and iurnished all
interiors for the new McGeorge
student apartments), the new
rooms featured carpeting, ultra
modern furniture, solt colors,
and
studio-type
bedcovers,
blosters,
and
matching
draperies. One ol the rooms was

By SUZIE RODIER
A

The University is planning to
carpet, paint, and furnish a large
number of twin rooms and a
limited
number of
singles
throughout the campus; plus a
total of 6 suites, which will all be
in Grace Covell. Students are
now signing up for these
remodeled rooms. Those wishing
only carpeting in their double
rooms can get that accomplished
at an extra cost of $12.50 per
semester.

When you're ready to

&

and the attached
coupon gets you
your first flight in the

FASHIONS
BUY YOUR JUNIOR

world's most popular
trainer, the Cessna
150. So, tear out the

WARDROBE

PANTS, TOPS,

coupon and call
right now for
information about
learning to fly.

DRESSES,

ETC....
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Brother / S j ^

All COP residents of dorms,
sororities,
fraternities and
apartments are encouraged to
participate.
Leggio commented, "As
upperclassmen we sometimes
forget what those first few days
and weeks of college were like.
The Big Brother/Sister program
is an effort to create.a friendly
atmosphere and break the
alienation between ireshmenand
upperclassmen.
This will
h o p e f u l l y p r o m o t e closeness and
a more cohesive school.''
Anyone interested or having
any questions about the program
may contact Leggio at 462-9788.
or Briscoe in the Politics
Science Department at COP-

Carpeting, and comfortable furniture enhances the new dorm look.

learn to fly, come on
out to your Cessna
Pilot Center. Just $5

Big

program is now in the [v,
planning stages. Tony Leg
the project's chairman withe"is K
Jerry Briscoe as faculty
All students accepted h
COP will receive a persJ
letter from their assigned bi
brother or sister, introducing
themselves and welcoming the
new student to the university
The basic objectives of th e
program as stated by Leggj,
are: 1) to help make new
students on
campus t ee |
welcomed
and a part 0 [
university life; 2) tohelpanswer
any questions the new stuaeni
many have; 3) to develop a
friendship that hopefully wih
prove
beneficial to both
individuals; 4) ideally, to make
UOP a friendlier place and 5) to
help recruitment.
The idea for the program
was initially presented to Leggio
by Briscoe, and from there
set up goals and guidelines lor
the completion of the project.

opportunity to air their thoughts
and concerns every Tuesday and
Thursday at 4:52 p.m.
The show, part of the
National Public Radio Network
programing, offers anyone the
chance to talk about particular
concerns for approximately five
minutes.
For further information on
how lo air your viewpoints on this
program, contact KUOP. or call
<140-2220.
KUOP. an affiliate of the
National Public Radio network,
is located at ill.2 on I he FM dial.

Come on out for an
introductory flight.
Heck, it on ly costs $5.

Hlj

c

Combination

P'zza

DINO'S
Closed Mon.
p [il
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EW Secretary Weinberger
ipeaks At Commencement
Casper Weinberger, whose
in public service has
folved top executive positions
^ministrations of President
Governor Ronald
j0n and
an, has been named this
-rS commencement speaker

,reer

jsper Weinberger, Secretary of
Weinberger,
now
the
wetary of Health, Education
Welfare, will deliver the
inciple address at Pacific's
•university convocation on
iday evening, May 25. The
lie will be announced later.
The guest speaker, an
torney, has been active in
ic service for more than 20
ars, starting as a California
semblyman from his home
la of San Francisco (1953-59).
1955 he was named the most
iemember of the legislature in
poll
of
newspaper
(respondents who cover the
Itol.

uifobnia

FLORAL
FLOWBRS BY
SILVBRIA

Fi om 1959 to 1968 he was a
partner in a law firm, author of a
semi-weekly
column
on
California state government and
moderator of a public affairs
television program. Weinberger
also served as chairman of the
Commission on California State
Government Organization and
Economy from 1966 to 1968.
Governor Reagan named
him California's Director of
Finance in 1968, and Weinberger
held the post until moving to
Washington D.C. to become
chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission in 1970.
When President Nixon
created
the
Office
of
Management and Budget later in
1970, Weinberger was named its
deputy director. In 1972 he was
elevated to director of the office,
and he held the position until
being nominated last fall to the
top position in HEW.
Weinberger, who holds B.A.
and L.L.B. degrees from
Harvard, also has served four
years
(1960-64)
with the
Republican State Central
Committee
of
California,
including two years (1962-64) as
chairman.

UOP Christian
Sponsor Free lecture

Lecturer Harold Rogers

FOCAS will be sponsoring a
short informal talk and open
discussion on contraception and
sexuality on Monday, April 30 at
8:30p.m. inRaymond'sCommon
Room.
Two such sessions have
previously taken place this
month. FOCAS is presenting this
third and last event in hopes that
all interested people will have the
opportunity
to
participate.
Goldee Gross is chairperson and
ecourages everyone interested to
attend.

What
is the genuine
revolution? Who is the genuine
revolutionary?
These question will be
explored in a public lecture to be
given by Harold Rogers, C.S.B.
in the chapel Tuesday, May 1at 7
p.m.
"The most powerful
overturning force in the
universe," Rogers will bring out,
"is the power of a right idea."
A former newspaper editor,
Rogers will speak under the
auspices of the Christian Science
Organization at UOP. He is from
Milan, Italy, and is on tour of
college campuses as a Christian

Science lecturer.
"The gap," he will state,
"between where we put our
mouth and where we put our
heart is sheer hypocrisy. And it's
this kind of hypocrisy that
today's alert thinkers are now so
quick to see and -to point out.
What's actually happening today
is that divine justice is so active
in human thinking - particularly
in the thinking of young people that it's bringing about a great
overturning."
His local lecture entitled
"The Continuing Revolution" is
free to UOP students.

NCW PORTARll TYPIWRITIRS
NtW UICTRIC AOOINO MACHINIS
•INT—TO OWN

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.

^J9tock
tockton

iter Co.

R0ypewri

•..

I

rxr-.

a—stows—3411. Mb—
Ltacsta Cantor Narth
la*—117 W. Ftoa SI.

:w.

htm.-.

SCHOOL
It is with pleasure that we announce that

PROBLEMS?

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW
OF ORANGE COUNTY

EaroMed
may alter RX via
overseas training
For the session starting Fall, 1973,
the European Medical Students
Placement Service, Inc. will assist
qualified American students in
gaining admission to recognized
overseas medical schools.

has been approved
by the Committee of Bar Examiners
of the State Bar of California
to offer a full-time, three-year program of law study
leading to the
DOCTOR OF JURISPRUDENCE DEGREE

And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
8-12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, the course
is given in the country where the stu
dent will attend medical school.

YOU WILL RECEIVE
PERSONAL ATTENTION
FROM 'JIM" SILVERIA
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
AND PLANTS
DECORATIVE CANDLES
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS

FLOWERS FOR*
FUNPD ERY OCCASION
DESIGNS-SPRAYS
^OPINGS-BANQUETS
DECORATIONS
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED
ANYWHERE

FREE DELIVERY IN
STOCKTON AREA

Lincoln center 477-4408

In addition, the European Medical
Students Placement Service provides
students with an 8-12 week intensive
cultural orientation course, with Amer
ican students now studying medicine
in that particular country serving as
counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

464-4891

women with two or more years of college credits.
Graduates are' eligible to take the California Bar Examination
upon completion of either the full-time or the part-time program
of law study.

Write or Phone for Information or Catalog
Western State University College of Law of Orange County
800 South Brookhurst Street
Anaheim, California 92804
(714) 635-3453

information, phone toll free,

1800) 645-1234

EUROPEAN MEDICAL

Students Placement Service, Inc.,
3 McKinley Avenue,

7 N CALIFORNIA

Now accepting applications for September Classes from men and

For application and further

or write,

Albertson, N.V. 11507.

^

Approved for Veterans
Students are Eligible for the Federally Insured Student Loan Program
Provisionally Accredited by the California Committee of Bar Examiners
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Skid-Row Revisited
In looking at the front-page
Pacifican article about th
Callison-Raymond

^earc

Center, alias Stockton skid row s
"The New Place," I want
erase some misconceived ideas
that imply that the downtown
transient daytime shelter
only a Callison student project.
As the primary agent for
obtaining project funds from^the
Raymond
Representative
Council, I want to give deserved
credit
to
the
Raymond
community.

At the risk of adding to the already volumnious treatment of the
Watergate bugging incident, this reporter will too follow the new rule
that no writer should be without his opinion on Watergate.
Reporters have been proclaiming that the American public is
shocked at the scandal and conclude "the public conscious has been
aroused." Whatever arousing the public consicience means, in
specific terms, is difficult to ascertain, however Watergate
represents a reinforcement to many Americans of the inherent evils
of big government.
The treatment of the whole affair by the press hints of witch hunts
and McCarthyism. The headlines read, "Who next will be implicated
in the scandal?"
White House watchers tell us that there has been a split among
Nixon advisers between those who took Watergate seriously and
believed in a minimum interpretation of the landslide of 1972, and
those who argued that Watergate was only debris on the, political
surface which was carried away by Nixon's landslide last November.
The former were correct and Watergate did not go away. Simply,
Nixon is going to have to get off his ' 'mandate and let thcAmerican
people know what happened and who is responsible. The old defense
system, based on overall denial of impropriety behind executive
privilege, is no longer applicable.
The sad part in the whole stroy is that people are ignoring the
harm a scandal like this does to the system as a whole behind good old
American political partisanship. The Democrats, who probably have
the dubious distinction of not getting caught in the political espionage
field, are using Watergate solely to help their chnces in the elections
in 1974 and for the Presidency in 1976.
The people must find out the true story now and be assured of
effective punishment in order to and foolish speculation and move on
to greater problems which face the country.
STEpHEN SMITH

Rennie Davis and the Guru
Rennie Davis, anti-war activist and member of the Chicago
Seven, who spoke her last fall, has become a follower of the new
religious cult led by 15 year old Guru Maharaj Ji. Speaking last week
in Berkeley he was heckled off the stage when he announced that
"every one of us holds truth, consciousness, and bliss, even Richard
Nixon."
,
.. ,
As an organizer, Rennie seems impressed by the unity of the
Guru's Divine United organization, which already has over 100
centers in the U.S. alone. The Guru's followers contribute their entire
earnings to these centers. Some members of the ashram in San
Francisco run the Divine Sales Thrift Store which amasses over $700
a week. The Guru's father puts out a glossy magazine entitled And It
Is Divine which features fold-outs of Marahaj Ji.
The Divine United Organization claims it will end poverty and
want, but when a Berkeley reporter asked for a meal in one of the
ashrams he was told: Marahaji says this is not a hotel.
Is Marahaji Ji Christ arisen or just another Marjoe with an Indian
flare? I feel Rennie Davis has sold out for a simplistic answer to the
problems that confront us. He wants to believe that our problems will
be solved through a deus ex maximus of divine grace In doing so he
has betrayed the most valuable lesson given to us by the Vletnamese
people.
In 4000 years of struggle for independece the Vietnamese
have not given up their faith or courage. War and other diseases will
not end in this generation, or even the next. But still we must have the
faith to continue to act on a system that is impervious to our
movements, and the courage to embark on a journey when we may
see the end.
By LYNN ABELS

PSYCH-OIIT

gtraxminmxma_

We also like and are more attracted to people who have sirr
personalities, values, and beliefs. Therefore, you plan to alv
agree with your romantic hopeful in any conversation. To prove
of your personalities are similar, when your target person gro
you groan, and when he (she) giggles, you gigg e etc_

We tend to like those persons of high ability, those who
intelligent able, and competent. To initiate this phase of the plat
purchase ski racks to put on your car (or skiing bumper sticker
She economy minded.) You make sure that you a ways have in
pssession philosophy books, and you borrow a letterman s ja
whenever possible. You are now equipped with a high abi

For the past year, Raymond
groups have given their
monetary support and dedicated
hours to projects involving
downtown Stockton. Their
recognition of the unjust
treatment of the transient
agricultural workers within San
Joaquin County is deep.
I criticize the Callison
Director's
misrepresented
picture of the Raymond effort
with above named emergency
transient center.
In any case, further
information about the possibility
of continuing a similar type of
project over the next academic
year can be obtained from either
Becca Cooke, Callison student,
or Lee Rosenberg or me,
Raymond students.
NED GREENBERG
RAYMOND

State of.ASUOP
I suppose the best way to
start my first official letter is to
thank you all for giving me the
opportunity to work for you. I'm
sure going to try to do the best I
possibly can. However I
certainly
can't
be very
successful at this job without
your help.
Student
involvement
is
definitely needed all the time and
especially right now in the form
of
directorships.
The
directorships available are:
Academic Affairs, Forum on
National
Priorities,
Social
Commission,
Office
of
Information, Chief Justice, and
four Associate Justices.
Applications are available in
the ASUOP office starting
Monday, April 2nd through
Thursday, April 12th, 5:00 p.m.
Remember, this is your
government
and
these
directorships are one of the best
ways you can get involved in
ASUOP. So, please give it some
careful consideration. . . I sure
would like to see a lot of people
apply.
While we're on the topic of
student involvement, let me
remind you that under the new
Constitution, anyone can become
a senator by getting 100
signatures (ASUOP members)
on a petition. This petition can be
found at the ASUOP office.
I am really looking forward
to working with you. So please,
• come on over and get yourselves
involved/
Kite Harlan

facade

Lastly, pleasantness and agreeableness are impor
Whatever the situation - remember to smile.
But several weeks have passed and you hear you are conside
continually sneering, pestering, braggin, two-faced ps<
intellectual. Other theories may provide an explanation. One
theory is the "complementarity of need systems ' or "oppc
attract " Or the "reinforcement theory which suggests thatw
a racted only to those people whose behavior is rewarding to
derine and measure. But it should be studied becuase love:
regarded as the deepest and most meaningful of sentiments; t
dominated the art and literature of every age; c) is expenenc<
define and measure. But it should be studied because love:
regarded as the deepest and most mekningful of sentiments; t
dominated the art and literature of every age; c( is expenenc
the vast majority of people at some time in their lives.
A two-factor theory of emotion has been propsed. In expene
an emotion, claims psychologist Stanley Schacter, we must no
be physiologically aroused but must also possess the appro;
cognitions in order to label the arousal as a particular emo
state." Thus whenever we are physiologically aroused we;
damger of mislabeling. Any emotional state (anxiety, guilt, n
jealousy, sexual arousal, etc) may increase physiological arou
the person attributes his agitated state to passion, he feels
experiencing true passionante love.
Psychologist E.H. Walster agrees, "Love does not exist
the lover defines it as such. If the appropriate cognitions arepr
almost any form of heightened arousal can lead the person to la
emotion as love." This provides us with a plausible explanati
what is popularly called the "rebound" syndrome We migl
question the idea of "love at first sight" in the light of this twotheory of emotion.
Are you just a social vegetable while your roommate gets:
action? (Sunday niaht a, the "V flicks.
Swenson's Ice Cream, etc.) Perhaps you are reaching too high
wrong ball park (as the saying goes) •
am,inan
How is a romantic partner selected? Theiong-stranding
been the "exchange theory," making an estimation of theco
rewards involved with each potential P^nerJak
consideration your own attractiveness and social desiramn
hope to maximize the attractiveness of your selection bi
evidence suggests that self esteem is the greatest infliientialia
selecting a romantic partner. A person of high self esteem
select a person of high attractiveness, those with low sell este
out those of lower attractiveness.
+„oric|
The process of choosing a suitable romantic partn
complicated by how easily self esteem fluctuates Present y y
at an all-time low. You have definitely limited yotiwej
eventually are able to make a selection, a target ior y

'nte How do you propose to attract this person? The peac°ckd
its tail feathers, the bullfrog croaks, walruses dance, all tn
for the sake of romance. However, such performances by y
yield questionable results. Luckily you have doneintensiv t
on the antecedents of human attraction. So in your spar
which you seem to have more than your share) you
knowledge and work out the "MASTER PLAN.
Studies indicate that we tend to like those people
often. So you memorize your selection's class schedule in
at all the right street corners at the right times.
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Mojave ^xP©dition Explores Plant Life

On rnmnu» Every Monday
In Front Of ASUOP Office
"fa

Terrariums and Hariging Plants

Main Location

332 N. California

IF IT CAN BE FIXED, WE'LL FIX IT
JUST TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

WATCH REPAIR
Try our Tune-Up

j

Special, ft in-

i

eludes* dean-

M
jjjjrf

FREE
DIAMOND CLEANING
We'll restore the original
^7%

brilliance

ing, oiling,

81

of your

testing,

— Ml

diamonds,

adjusting

[If

y/ani check the

i* and electronic

mounting to

timing for

make sure

only $4.25.
'Parts not included

THE

BRIDGE

SALOON

-

IS ALIVE
AND DOING WELL! '
•JIAILY 10AM-2AM
•
HAPPY HOUR 4-6
^ELL DRINKS

50*

"S2ITLE RF.ER 35*
I
P°0L TOURNAMENTS
^URTLE RACES
IRISH COFFEE
!
'S OUR SPECIALTY! •
UE Students Welcome I
Pacific (in the rear)

JEWELRY REPAIR
We can put a new
\

clasp on a

J

thousand

J

dollar necklace,
or size a ring,
all with the same

tender loving repair.

everything is secure.

ENGRAVING
We know our P's and
Q"s. We can personalize
rings,watches,

/J' H«\A

chjrrns'
bracelets

V V il\

and most

I A<//f

anything

IfH/i

•«**•

fa
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Record Set For Rx Diplomas
Commencement ceremonies
for the School of Pharmacy are
scheduled for 10 a.m. Sunday,
April 29, with a record number of
diplomas to be awarded.
Dr. Paul Comely, professor
in the Department of Community
Health Practice at the Howard
University College of Medicine,
will deliver the commencement
address on "The Health
Professional In Search Of
Hygeia." The guest speaker is a
Pubjic Health Association, and
he will recieve the honorary
Doctor of Public Service degree
at
the
commencement

ceremonies.
Dr. Stanley McCaffrey, UOP
president, will confer degrees to
some 225 graduates, double the
normal amount. This is because
students are graduating from
two classes.
Scheduled to be awarded are1
135 Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy degrees and 92 Doctor
of Pharmacy degrees.
The program also will
include introductory remarks by
Dr. Ivan Rowland, dean of the
school
student
valedictory
address by Rebecca Parker on
"New Professionalism:
Our

Radio KUOP
Wins Honor

"All Things Considered. . .,"
National
Public.
Radio's
Greatest Responsibility,
and
investigative news magazine,
student salutatory address by
broadcast by KUOP-FM,has won
Christopher Gong on
The
the George Foster Peabody
Making of a Pharmacist.
Pharmacy commencement Broadcasting Award.
KUOP-FM airs the program
proceecdings are held in April
daily
at 5 p.m. at 91.3 on FM dial.
because the new curriculum
The award, presented for
involves an " 11-month school
year, and classes are in session innovative use of investigative
during the traditional June reporting, is given annually by
the Henry Grady School of
commencement time.
The public is invited to the Journalism at the University of
commencement
proceedings, Georgia to programs, stations,
which will be held outside at the networks and individuals in
School of Pharmacy complex on recognition of outstanding
contributions to radio and
UOP's North Campus.
television.

Pacific
Whistles

An afternoon filled with g0l
times and great music is foreca
when
KUOP-FM and (h,
sacramento Traditional jar
Society
present
"DiXieianZ,
Experience'' on Sunday, Apri^g'
at Ravmond. On thatdavfourh0Jr
bands
from
Sacramento
Stockton and San Francisco seti
together to escort the audience}
on a musical celebration of the*
origins of American jazz.
|
The festival is one of aj
continuing
new series 0f|
participatory
media events
sponsored by KUOP in which
audience and performers alike;
take part in the making of the
day. For those unable to attend,
the whole day's happening willbe
broadcast
LIVE in stereo,;
starting at 2 p.m. over KUOP,
located at 91.3 on the FM dial,
Featured
bands
at
"Dixieland Experience," hosted
by KUOP's own Vince Morinoj
will be: "The Resurrection
Band" of Sacramento with
barrister-trumpeter
Barry
Berrian; "The Lester Shift Jazz
Combo,"
from
the Music
Conservatory,
and "Brian's
Bunch" of the Rose and Thistle
Club in San Francisco. Speical
guest is trumpeter A1Smith, with
"Bob Ringwald's Fulto Streel
Band" from the Bay Area.
The whole thing kicks of
about 1:30 p.m. on Sunday, Apri
29, in Raymond's Great Hall
Admission is absolutely free.

Sine* 1936

VILLAGE

BOB&SUE&TOM
TAKE Ui EASY.
Lick salt off your hand. Drink the
Cuervo Tequila straight. Bite into a fresh
lime.
Take it easy.
Take it easy with your own Cuervo
Copita set. It's the hand-made, handpainted pottery tray that holds
your shot, lime and salt as shown.

8 0 PROOF. JOSE CUERVO® TEQUILA. IMPORTED AND
BOTTLED BY© 1973 HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

To: Jose Cuervo Copita Set Offer.
P.O. Box 2095, Reidsvilte, N. C. 27320

| Here's my $2.50 for one tray. (Or my $

I

I want
senor?

Trays.) Now where's my Copita set.

Name

DRIVE-IN SERVICE

PROTECT YOMjM*SY
CARE" GARMENTS
WITH OUR

ECONOMICAL
"CLEAN ONLV"
SERVICE

A POUND MINIMI"*

45*^
No waiting—
theworktoryo^

"""iSiSSSSr
477*4679

Address

901 UncoInC^^

City

OWN :AAortdoy thru
Offer void where prohibited, licensed or
taxed. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.
Offer good while supply lasts.

-

7:30o.m-«®9. p.fli

Sat.8a.ny*>
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\|ew ASUOP President Reveals Plans
his may seem typically
, but my first idea is to
asserted Sue
3rate,"
, newly elected ASUOP
ent. "Surprisingly enough
after two weeks I'm still
d about the job."
the first female
e iS
lent since 1949; and even
a she is aware there maybe ,
,antages, she is optimistic
er sex is more an asset than
vback. "I think I can come
• not being iron-fisted and
better to the
e relate
nistration that way."

One of Sue's biggest plans is
"We are going to divide what
to attempt to organize a coalition is now the Chief Justice's job in
of schools within a small radius half and create a new position,
who can get together and pool that of Judicial Co-ordinator. The
their monetary resources and Chief Justice will still choose
student
bodies
for
the Associate Justices and eduate
guaranteed succes's of large them,
but
the
Judicial
concerts, and allow important Coordinator will find attorneys
speakers to reach a wider variety and help decide which cases will
be tried. In this way things will be
of college student.
less biasedand more impartial."
"It's hard to get big names to

The U.S. Government
And Its Propaganda
.
. .
, -r
Although by a 1913 act of
Congress government public
relations is illiegal, Esquire
magazine recently revealed that
according to an estimate of the
Office of Management and
Budget
Dua
Bei the
"Ie Executive Branch

u.,a by far the largest
lar
had
public
relations operation in the
government. Prior to a 1970
cutback, the Pentagon public
relations
budget
had
mushroomed to $44,700,000 and
supported a public relations staff
r o
rxnn TTTT
\I7 t-on
CPPOflH with
With a
3
~ 076
«EW
ran second
budget of $27 400,000 and a staff

employed 6,144 peop e in pu
relations at a cost to the
taxpayers of $161,000,000 a year.
come to Stockton. All the
During President Nixon's
agencies, NASA had a $12,205,000
Sue feels this may make first term of office, the White
universities in the area are
public relations budget and a
students
more
willing
to
bring
hurting themselves when they
House publicity staff multiplied
staff
of 359.
cheaters
and
other
offenders
to
make a bid for a performer - it
until Communications Director
Why is this government
ends up costing too much. If we court and keep the university out Herbert Klein maintained a staff
public relations leviathan a
could cooperate in planning of it. She also feels that with the of a dozen persons whose
Ihile campaigning Sue's
concerts we could alternate new Constitution there is a salaries, added to his own annual threat? "I'm with government,"
,rm centered around three locations and attract students definite need for a functioning pay of $42,500, totaled almost
Mel White, a career information
i tuition, communication, from all over the area. That way body to interpret the document. $200,000 a year. Presidenteal officer at NEW, said, "and I don't
ocial interests. Her projects no one will lose money."
The possibility of giving Press Secretary Ron Ziegler s
believe half of what comes out of
ext year, now that she has
academic credit to those staff of 14 consisted of eight
any government agency." Some
elected, encompass the
participating is also being looked assistants and six.secretaries.
Washington public relations
Sue believes that at this time
iconcerns. "It's hard to say
A special addition to the
projects the article singles out as
into.
tly what I'm going to some of the money being saved
Nixon publicity team was
particularly invidious.
for the new student union should
Charles Colson who, according to
[have a lot of ideas and a lot
"I
am
determined
to
require
be used to improve the now
me." Sue
the Esquire article, "had
rork ahead of
existing
facilities at Anderson. all my directors to visit all of the succeeded by 1972 in building a
ids to spend a great deal of
houses and dorms on campus,"
summer researching other She also feels it would be wise to Sue stated. "This will increase mini-public relations empire
someone
to
be
there
at
all
pay
inside the White House." As
ols' programs and working
times to prevent theft and personal communication and Special Counsel to the President,
,er own ideas, for application
allow us to get direct feedback.
destruction.
iyear.
Posters these days seem to be Colson's job was ostensibly to
inadequate for transferring deal with organized interest
"The academic sector of
n regards to tuition Sue is
information so I'm going to keep groups. Colson's tasks included
ing into the possibility of
ASUOP has been underrated for
the organizing of a group of
ing UOP ally itself with an the most part," Sue explained. my directors out walking instead veterans to compete with
of
in
the
office."
ependent
College
and "Students should have an active
Vietnam Veterans Against the
versity Lobby. Another idea, role in criticizing the academic
Sue is excited and optimistic War, and helping to create the
has worked out at other affairs on this campus. Right
about the possibilities for next Citizens for a New Prosperity in
i, is to have each student now we are working to get more
year. She knows she has a lot of order to promote the President s
extra $'200 at the start of
representation on the Executive
Including
work ahead of her but she sees it economic policies.
LIQUORS
college career, insuring Policy Committee and to keep it
as a challenge and a chance to get Colson, a speech-writing team ol
WINES
that they will pay no
something constructive done. 16 persons and a television
from being a token thing.
MIXES
se in tuition in the course of
adviser,
the
White
House
public
"Superficially there is a lot of
KEG BE
:xt four years. Sue also
also feels that the status in this job but underneath relaaions staff numbers at least
Sue
to work closely with the
student Court acquired a bad there's more work involved than 60 P
ICE
The White House publicity
on the recruitment
name as a result of the Gullo status. I have no predictions
budget
palls
alongside
those
of
im to help keep enrollment trial but believes that the about the outcome of my term in
SUE WEST LANE 464-380*]
current restructuring process is office. All lean say is that I'm
Department,
artment, reports Esquire.
7—7—7i
going to be very beneficial to its going to try very hard."
on't care how it's done,
credibility.
1, "but I'm no goody-twoand if we can't work
VALUABLE COUPON
, the administration we'll
ainst them. ASUOP could
mother student service
r
fripc
fould help students figure
with onion rings or french fries
are they'd rather be
and soft drink
em to transfer there.

[Bourbon Street!
Liquors

p.-.-.

aLARGE HAMBURGER

this time Sue is in the
i of appointing Directors
orking on next year s
but she is also ding a lot
nking about ways to
e communications both
off campus.

69c;

BIGSYD'S

5 4227 Pacific Ave.

VOID MAY 4

471-9471

• Graduation
i
i

Portrait4

i

bu

• Patrician
•Studio

newsletter coming out
semester may
help
iten
out
misinformed
and those who are off
s and don't know what s
going on. Also we are
ig about compiling a
t explaining what ASUOP
does. This may be a great
a incoming student to
int them with the services
e have to offer.'

STOCiaON, CALIF. 95204

it Single Subject
1 - 8"xl0"
2 -5"x7"
9 - wallet size

if by Appointment
if Limited Time

all in color

The Bookmark

$21.50

2103 Pacific Avo.

'BOOKS
'PAPER BACKS
'CHILDREN'S BOOKS J
Processed and
Engraved Stationery

Phone: 463-6496

2220 PACIFIC AVENUE

STS^

traval
p.

DORADO. STOUl

____

907 N. tl- " ^
v

• $5.00 Deposit
paid at time of sitting

We show 4 to 6 proofs
j

» We have caps and gowns available

g

\V»
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Congress Gives $895 Million To Students
Congress virtually ingnored
President
Nixon's
spending
priorities in funding NDSL loans
and supplemental grants. The
President's budget had deleted
these two programs and
requested $622 million for the
BOG program instead. But
Congress has matched to the
penny the total funding level for
student assistance sought by the
President.
The Nixon budget asked fqr
$872 million with the lion's share
being given to BOGs. Congress
took this total amount, refunded
SEOGs, College Work Study and
NDSL loans at last year's level.

Acting with unusual speed,
the House and Senate have
approved funds for several
student financial aid programs
for academic 1973-1974, including
a small amount to initiate the
Basic Opportunity Grant (BOG)
program.
A total of $895 million was
committed
to
student
aid
including $122.1 million for the
BOG program, $210.3 million for
Supplemental
Education
Opportunity Grants (SEOG ,
$270.2 million for College Work
Study, and $293 million for
National Defense Student Loans
(NDSL).

EFFECTIVE READING
7:00 • 9:00

P.M. Tuesday

and Thursday

May 1st, 3rd. Slh and 10th

Double your reading speed and improve your comprehension
NEXT SEMINAR GIVEN AT CENTRAL UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH (ACROSS FROM UOP)

3700 PACIFIC AVENUE. ROOM 6

Tuition: $60.00 A pre-registration fee of $10.00 is required. The
remaining $50.00 will be paid at the start of the seminar. Mail your
check of $10.00 to hold your place in this class by April 27, 1973 to:
CYBERNETIC LEARNING SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 16091
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95816
IN STOCKTON. CALL465-89H8 AFTER5P.M. FOR INFORMATION

then placed the remaining $122
million in BOGs. The $23 million
difference is funds previously
appropriated by Congress for
NDSL loans but impounded by
the President. Congress took this
money and added it to NDSL
loans for academic 1973-1974,
bringing the new appropriations
for student financial aid for next
year to $895 million. Another
student aid program for next fall,
Federally Insured Student Loans
(FISL), received funds last
October.
The reshuffling of funds
could provoke a showdown
between Congress and the White
House over spending priorities.
Nixon could simply veto the
bill, let it die unsigned or sign it
into law and then refuse to spend
the money allocated for the
programs he wished to cancel. A
veto could tie up student
financial aid for months. If the
President decides to impound
funds for SEOGs and NDSL
loans, students will be left with a
fraction of the money available
last year being administered, for
the most part, by two untried and
untested programs BOGs and
FISL loans.
Plaintiffs have been lined up
to sue the government if Nixon
ignores
this
Congressional
mandate again and funds only his

SELLING YOUR
CAR* TRUCK * BOAT
CAMPERS * MOTORCYCLES
SAVE MONEY • TIME - EFFORT
HERE'S HOW

pet projects
If all the programs are
funded, there is still doubt that
the BOGs can be operational by
this fall and, even if they are,
whether or not the amount
appropriated for them will be
sufficient to make the program
functional.
A study by the Brooking s
Institute says it will be difficult to
have the program work if it is
funded under $490 million more
then three times the money
included
in
the
Flood
Amendment.
"It's just enough to get the
computers rolling," says Layton
Olson. "Even if you doubled the
amount appropriated it would be
difficult
to have a viable
program." He forsees a flurry of
inadequate checks being issued
to students next fall if the funds
remain low.
Olson is pleased that
financial aid finally cleared
Congress and is on its way to
becoming law. NSL supported
the funding of the existing
programs before the new ones, as
required by law. It had listed as
its first priority rapid action on
the part of Congress to allow
students to plan for the next
academic year with some idea of
what funds would be a available.
At least the first step in this
process has been made. It is now
up to * the White House to
determine the fate of student
financial aid for academic 19731974.
Washington, D.C. (CPS)

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY

WE INVITE YOU TO DISPLAY YOUR VEHICLE
PROFESSIONALLY AND SAFELY
IN OUR PROTECTED BUILDING
LOCATED ON HEAVILY TRAVELLED EL DORADO ST.

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

UOP History ...
Updated By '

Robin Lompsoi
By BILL LAUB

.. moral
Covering 73 years
con
anyone's life is not an easy I
•nisei
Harder yet when the 5'6 sli
•ldual
snowy-haired individual b< gj
P,! guilt
to talk of a life more often dn a
about
than
lived. Rut :>an
Lampson, the little known l ( ;mPcon
author/poet in residence, is :hj
in
person.
. jting e
As a child he learned to re J 5 in its
and write by age 4. start*
and
writing poems at 9, and with! . and f
two years out of college he ha .jje Paj
his first national best seller, i ' und
was lucky."
ttrch
The 340-page book, entitle* *ni)ip
-r"»"
Laughter out of the rGrom
* vain
remained on the bestseller lis
for6 months. His secondnalnma ? ollsC£
i
j . 11 „— TAnnih T none o D«nr A
.
bestseller,
Death Loses a Pair yeral do
Wings, was accepted by th*
publisher on the strength ol tin
title alone. Three years lutei
when the book was publish! 4 ;
was nominated lor the Calilonn
Writers Association's Award fo
the best native Calilornia
writer.
Lampson,
son
of
blacksmith, said he was n
bookworm and had no more tha
five books in his boyhood honf
"I was the first youngstenur
of my town to go to collect
second in my town to finish h
school. All my life I've dom
what's interestedme rather th,a.
what I was supposed to do, oi
what people wanted me todo, hi
said.
While attending S t u n t '
University Lampson took pur i
an experiment affecting
students. He took a test
i
"bright" students, in which In
scored highest in the University
on knowledge of the Eng
language. This test later bet am
known as an I.Q. test.
Lampson
is
presentl
working on the UOP histor
update. His area of concern is t
Robert Burns years.

* we charge no commission fees
* we charge no consignement fees
YOU MAKE ALL THE PROFIT ON THE SALE
OF YOUR VEHICLE
YOU PROVIDE VEHICLE ... WE PROVIDE THE REST!!

OPENING SATURDAY, APRIL 21st

HOURS: MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 5 P.M. TO 9 P.M.
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

Sell Your OWR Inc.
338 N. EL DORADO ST., STOCKTON, CALIF.
Phone 465-6743 or 477-8937
SELLERS: BRING YOUR VEHICLE IN FRIDAY, APRIL 2<)f H
BETWEEN 5 P.M. & 9 P.M.

We're the different moving
company BEXXNS
c crnDxcc

Whether you're a student who needs to store some books and boxes
until September or a professor who's moving to theEast Coast phone
us at 466-1515 or drop by our warehouse at 734 Wilshire Ave. (corner
of W. Fremont St.)

.0
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ie Deputy' On Stage At Pacific

calaveras calendar

By DOUG HAVERTY

(Visnot a musical
wild west. It is an
iral drama, whose
impelling issues
"selves directly to
a"l and universal

lilt

officer from a
to the Papal
Berlin
with
evidence against
its annihalation of
d thus begins the
1 fruitless effort to
apacy in the cause
nder Hitler,
h is passed to a
i priest-attache who
n upon the Papal
vho is turned aside
cardinal.
locumented scenes
in

omes

insue in which we see how some
Jews
are
secreted
in
monasteries, and how others are
rounded up by the Nazis in Rome
and subjected to a humiliating
and brutal interrogation. Then at
last into the inner chamber,
where we meet Pope Pius XII
himself, whose arguments are all
specious and who sits in stern
self-esteem. He dismisses the
protest of the young priestattache, who thereupon pins
upon himself the star of David
and proceeds to join the Jews on
their march to the gas chamber.
Directed by Sy Kahn, the
production will open tonight and
continue tomorrow, then again
Thursday until Sunday - May 3
through 6. Reservations can be
made by phoning 946-2116.

TUIIVV
I p m TW t>i p«i»
• m A » p m Aodmao V Mm. TW
tun" mnnum I*. Minrir
iMlntknI'm OMPpnlir
tfllllllllllllllll II miming » p m Bark *RoU Mom lM(onnc» «lu
Z
Ushers are needed for Z mom* CWI t pm AM. Of Krrd
5 The
Deputy
tonight. 3 Andrraoo Dining HMI

- Saturday night, and May 3.
Z 4, 5, 6. Women should wear
^ white blouses and dark
Z skirts. All ushers need to
Z meet in the Green room
— (upstairs in the drama
Z dept.)
at
7:00
on
S performance nights.
Z
For sign ups and other
Z information please go to the
j» drama dept. or contact
E Tamsen Nash 465-2255.
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Butterflies Are Free the
comedy of love by L^on.ut
Gershe will close this weekend
with
the
final
thren
performances.
Directed by Lec Cargile. the
cast includes Jean Pratt. Mlkl
Weening, and Jo Pratt.
Th<- Miracle players have'
added a matinee to their
schedule Saturday afternoon
The 2 p.m. performance will
feature half-price tickets lor
students and senior cllUens.
Tickets for Friday and
Saturday's performances at 1 30
p m are $2 SO Reservations can
lie made by calling «65-M»>o or
462-9259. The Little Theatre is
located at 2333 Pacific Avenue

SONY

SONY

ION T

BkCX * WOTS

TVSIOU

•116

tho corwontonco ol
-« trvo ponobikty ptu*
P,
d.p.i .doklkty
ol mM i
Ironic* mofco Sony WW
TV o <
MM Ivory Sony TV
boor* ll«o unmHtoAoblo
95 mork d quolity ond
ftno aohnnomSp

rom left to right are Clifford Mayes, Mike Pablos. Pat Pinney. and Doug Haver,v.

SONY
v>nc«nt Confer Ot IB* NOW YO»k Tun** *ay»

r
Hik

Keg Beer • Free Delivery

Open 6:45

THE
GODFATHER

iw of 3 Academy Awards

Picture
Actor
Ijlrando

;

Tear js_the Key^

sowktgS^N
METOOCOUDO'CANAViaONS-W

Open 6:45

"THE BEST AND THE
MOST ORIGINAL
AMERICAN
^ COMEDY
OF 1972.
AsstirtlaiT
in its way
as was
Tlw Graduate:"
NesiSmons

The Heartbreak Kid.
STARTS TONITE!

ABARET
8 Academy_

Awards

L^ssluiiemu-

SHERWOOD
\J crnrkTON

y

J
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UOP Host
Hayward

UOP Dropping
Track Program
Friday, April 27 TRACK, at Mt. Sac Relays, Walnut, all day.
Saturday, April 28 BASEBALL, vs. Hayward State, (dh), Stockton, 12

noon.

Tuesday, May 1 BASEBALL, vs. Stanford, Stockton, 2:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 3 GOLF, PCAA Championships, Fresno, all day.

Stockton-UOP has placed a
three-year moratorium on its
track, field and cross country
program and will no longer
compete at the collegiate level,
Athletic Director Ced Dempsey
announced this week.
The lack of a track and field

Bulletin-Pacific's baseball
team dropped last Wednesday's
game to Stanislaus State, 4-3.
Pinchhitter
Orville
Glip
delivered a two-run single in the
top of the ninth for the winning
runs.

Co-ed
Volleyball

Intramural
Softball
On The Go

By GENE SAMUELSON

The men's and women's
soltbull leagues got under way
last week, with 27 teams slated to
compete.
Six teams compete in
division A, including the
defending champions, the Five
O'clock Club. The Five O'clock
Club members are led by
veterans Pete Carrol, Bucky
Shyder, and Casey Griffin. The
Quads have also fielded a lop
contender.
• Fifteen teams, divided into
three divisions, will compete in
the B division. P.U.S.S. and
Mcbeatties Farm promise to be
title contenders.
All games are played on the
March
Lane athletic field
Monday thru Thursday at 3:30
and 5 p.m.

Rose Cardinalli, director of
the
intramural
program,
announced the deadlines for the
upcoming coed
volleyball
tournament.
All
interested
parties must sign up in the
intramural office located in the
gym.
The only requirments for the
teams is that their must be three
men and three women on the
court during play. However, as
many substitutes may be used as
desired.
There will be a $2.00
mandantory entry fee to cover
costs of the referees. The
tournament will be held on
Tuesday. May 1 and Thursday,
May 3. Entrees are due on April
30th Entry blanks are available
in the intramural office, or from
Ross Cardinalli and Kim Mortan.

6211 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
(209) 478-6547

Firestone Tires
Brakes,
Monroe

Bendix

Thinclads lose their sole.

VILLAGE OPTICAL
Shocks

Formerly

MACEY-TRESS

village sports

facility at UOP and financial
considerations were cited as the
main reasons lor curtailment ol
the program, beginning next tail.
"This is a very difficult
decision for us to make
Dempsy said in making the
announcement. "We had to
weigh many factors in our
decision. Wc do not have a track
facility at UOP, which makes it
difficult to generate any level of
local interest in the program.
Without a facility, this seemed to
be the urea where our chances
for improvement were minimal.
We hope to be able to reinstate
the program in the future."
The cutback in track and
field and cross country leaves
UOP
with
eight
varsity
intercollegiate sports programs;
football, basketball, swimming,
water polo, baseball, soccer,
golf, and tennis - enough to
maintain its standing in both the
major division of the NCAA and
the PCAA.
Track and cross country
coach Jim Santomier will remain
at UOP as a phsyical instructor
and soccer coach. The11 athletes
who were receiving financial aid
from the program will have the
option of remaining at UOP or
transferring to another school
without losing any eligibility.

Hockey Club
Disbauds

Big Brake, Inc.
American-Foreign Cars

By JIM MCCARTNEY

FOR EYEWEAR
INALLSHAPES
ANDSHADES

The UOP baseball team
three and lost five games Eas
break and host Hayward St,
tomorrow at Billy Hebert Fn-lc
a noon doubleheader.
Tom Stubbs' diamonc.in
are now 20-17 for the season 4
are tied for first in the PCAA w
Fresno State: both schooF
sporting 8-4 league records
Highlight of the past t\
weeks was a three game s.*ei
over UC Santa Barbara on
Gauchos home field. TheTige
lost two matches to Cal ft
(SLO).
The
Fresno
East
Tournament was cancelled
Pacific and Fresno State pla\
three exhibition games, with t
Bulldogs taking all three
scores of 15-1, 15-14, and 8-4.
the second game UOP (01
itself down 15-5 but put on a ral
which fell just one run short

Raqueteer:
Slaughter
St. Mary's
By GENE SAMUELSON

The icemen faced off for the
last time the week before Easter
vacation.
This season was the fourth
for the club and also its most
successful one. Interest was
greatly increased over last year,
and since many of the skaters
were from Minnesota and other
hockey
hotbeds
like
Massachusetts arid Ontario, the
quality of play also improved.
As an indication of the
progress the club has made from
humble origins, three games
were played this year. The first
was played last November
against Reno, and UOP was
soundly tnrashed, 11-2. Two
games played this semester
against the Stockton Blades also
resulted in UOP defeats, 6-3 and
7-2.

UOP's varsity tennis squasmashed St. Mary's College 8-1
making the Tiger's record 9 1
for the season.
Pacific's number one m.ii
Randy Widegren, breezed pas
Ruben Hunter 6-2, 6-1, w 11
freshman
Pete Bohliniiel
suffered the only loss for tlj
Tigers. (Bowing 6-2,7-6, to Eri
Mygind.)

Steve Kessler, MarkWeiser
Doug Kirk, and Clark Emer-'j
rounded off the remairmi
singles for the Tigers, win!
Widegren and Terry Cati'i
Kessler and Weiseu anj
Bohlinger and Emerson, teamei
up to win in doubles.

The team will finish the 197
season
tomorrow agains
Sonoma State. The 1 p.m. maid
will be held on the UOP couns

"Bourbon Street"
WE HAVE ALL THE BEST
FOR

BACKPACKERS:

VASQUE
BAGS,

BOOTS,

AND

THE

VERY

WHITE

STAG

TENTS.

299 LINCOLN CENTER

•West Lane Bowl*

LINES

KELTY,

CAMP 7

BEST

Wo Down Pacific to Lincoln Shopping Center.
We're across from The Big Slide.)

L

DOWN

PHONE 478-5615

(21 or oven

228 LINCOLN CENTER
478-5870

Now Appearing

John Henry ;;
Thru May 19

Best Band in Town
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Well-Being Of Blacks Not Accomplished
By Smoking America To Its Knees
By JOHN LYNCH
Julian Bond told a large
audience Monday night, April 9,
that a drastic decline has
occurred in student activism
towards the economic and social
well-being of blacks. "Students
don't vote, they can't stay
together, and they are generally
uninterested," he stated. "We
have a rather large job to do, and
it can't be done by people who
believe they can smoke America
to its knees." He added that on
campuses everywhere, long hair
has become a "camouflage for
yesterday's rednecks" and that
• politicians no longer "fear"
student influence.
The young Georgia legislator
and civil rights activist appeared

on campus at the Conservatory
Auditorium as part of the Pacific
Students Association on National
Priorities. Last year Bond made
an appearance in Stockton
campaigning
for
George
McGovern.
Bond
viewed
President
Nixon's re-election as symbolic
of "our paralysis of spirit and
will". He pointed out how Nixon's
"Repressive"
policies
have
greatly hindered further gains
attempted by the black people in
the 1970's. As he cleverly put it:
"While superfly has run
rampant, we continue to get the
shaft."
The
former
VicePresidential nominee said
America's "illness" was racism,

and it should be everyone's goal
to "detain" it.
A founder of the Student
Nonviolent
Coordinating
Committee in 1960, Bond made
history as the first black ever to
be nominated for the VicePresidency, during the 1968
Democratic National
Convention. He was first elected
to the Georgia House of
Representatives in 1965, but was
prevented from taking office by
members of the legislature who
objected to his statements on the
Vietnam War. It eventually took
a Supreme Court edict to seat
him in the legislature. Last fall
he was re-elected for a two-year
term.

Charter Flights
ONE WAY
June 5

San F r a n c i s c o - New York (JFK)

June 17

Oakland - Brussels

$85

AA 7 0 7 j e t

Do you sometimes leel like these people? Do wMolJIIkpi
tuture dim? Read the Paciiican and take a walk on the wild side.

$169

TIA DC-8 j e t

ROUND TRIP
June 19 " Oakland to Brussels
Sept 1
Paris to Oakland

TIA DC-8 j e t
World DC-8 j e t

$289

July 3
Sept 1

TIA DC-8 j e t
World DC-8 j e t

$289

Oak/LA t o B r u s s e l s
P a r i s t o Oak/LA

A v a i l a b l e t o UOP s t u d e n t s , f a c u l t y , s t a f f & immed. f a m i l y

jtJSUGP ~fr&w( Se-rvic-e,

Men-Ft7

/£ ~2-

c L A s s 1 F 1E

SERVICES

ANNOUNf1MENTS

Big Savings: Visit your local ASUOP

Travel Service. Get away to almost
anywhere at big savings. Mon.-Fri.
12-2 at ASUOP.

CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
No more club Tees! SO Departures,
also NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
Fares, too. Since 1959: ISTC. 3?3 N.
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills. Ca. 90210,
(213) 27S-I190
ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS
For free Information on joh
opportunities in Hawaii after,
graduation write to: Kamaaina
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820.
SPANISH OR MATH
We stock
typewriters in Spanish, French,
Hebrew, Japanese, Math, and script,
at no extra charge. Rent to try before
you buy! San Joaquin Business
Machines, 130 N. California, 465-5881
HOUSING
Sublet Country House: Avaible JuneSept. (ortill Jan.) 31/2bdrms. 15min.
to campus. $150/mo. Grad students
pref. 369-8319.

For Sale: Bundy clarinet. Very nice
condition. Asking $150. 951-0266.
For Sale: Smith-Corona portable
typewriter. Good condition. $60. Call
477-8597 after 6 p.m.
Posters: Cover your cruddy walls
with our beautiful posters. Family
Book Store in Weberstown Mall.
For Sale: Teac 4010-S with acc. &
tapes: exc. cond. $325. Sony TC-230
rcdr.; hardly used, cost $230, sell
$125. call 477-7265.
For Sale: 2 lb. down sleeping bag. one
year old. $25. call 931-0144.
For Sale: Fully chopped 650cc
Triumph with BSA frame. Lots of
Chrome. Engine reblt. with radical
cam. 14 inches extension with 1 inch
rack in the frame. 14 coats primer, 14
coats of gold, and 26 coats of candy
apple red. Asking $1800. Cal (Lodi)
368-7807.
For Sale: 5 gal. fish tank with all
accessaries included. Reasonably
priced. Call Rick at 466-1619.
ForSa(e: '72 Honda SL-70 cycle. $285.
Also '71 Honda CB-100 street cycle.
$230. Both excellent shape. Call 4777957.

Typing: Will do typing in my home.
Also, do poster work for churches,
schools, organization. Call 477-1760
Expert Typing: Genevieve Macias
Dissertations - Theses
Term Papers, etc.
Hours: 6pm thru 10pm
Phone. 478-9354
VW Service on campus for less.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments and
brakes. Jeff Stagg 462-6785.
Learn To Fly! Low Rates! Private
pilots license and advanced ratings.
Certified flight instructor. For
information call Steve Kander - Ph
9510281

HE1P WANTED
Help Wanted: If you are interested in
earning from $100 to $1,000 and up in
your spare time call 478-7566.

MONEY! You can earn over $30,000
with
NO sweat. Crazy!??
Impossible? Illegal? It is not! Call
462-9346. Ask for Clark. If not there
leave a message and number tocall

© Edward Julius, 1973

Targum CW73-K

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Separations
8. Welsh
15. Labor
16. Gluttony
17. Opposite
18. Riper
19. Society of Doctors
20. Adolescent
22. Turkish Measure
23. Spanish Dance
25. Opening
26. FBI Agent
27. Beehive State
28. Prick Up
29. Actor Edward •
30. Embryonic Layer
32. Hoisting Machines
33. Feeling
35. Ground up by Rubbing
38. Edible Crustacean
42. Kingdom
43. Imitate
44. Of a Continent: comb, form
45. Give it
46. Gershwin Tune
47. Quaking 48.In Favor of
49. Jim Ryun's Specialty
51. Unit of Weight
52. Thoughtful
54. Usually
56. Fishing Spear
57. West African Varmint
58. Burn Marks
59. Greek Mixing Vessels

1. Geological Layer
2. Reduce to Ashes
3. Cuban Cigars
- Got Rhythm
5. Italian Painter
—en-Scene7. Railroad Cars
8. Comment
9. Saying
10. Price
11. Old French Coin
12. Burt Lancaster Role
13. Repeat
14. Despots
21_ Reduce to a Standard
24. Spiritual
26. Quick Looks
28. Await Decision
29.Poke
31. Consider
32. Movie: Sp.
34. North American Tree
35. Wrestle
36. Reforests
37. Of the High Priest
39. Burst Apart
40. Connective Tissue
41. Easter Hats
43. Snell and Jazy.e.g.
46. "Unpopular" Food
47. Pineapple
49. Incan Labor Draft
50. East Indian Grass
53. Quiet Pleasel
55. Soak

answers on page 9

